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REVIEWERS FOR VOLUME IX OF THE NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

These scholars reviewed materials submitted for consideration during the period of time covered by the completion of Volume IX. Their efforts are much appreciated. Double-blind peer review is absolutely essential to the health and well-being of any academic discipline worth the name.

- Ellen Andersen, University of Vermont
- Scott Blinder, University of Massachusetts Amherst
- Richard Born, Vassar College
- Jack D. Collens, Siena College
- Jennifer Fredette, Ohio University
- Ramazan Kilinc, University of Nebraska Omaha
- Simanti Lahiri, Villanova University
- Kevin Mazur, Princeton University
- Thomas Merrill, American University
- Andrew Murphy, Rutgers University
- Jacob Neiheisel, SUNY Buffalo
- Kenneth Palmer, University of Maine
- Laurie Rhodebeck, University of Louisville
- Andrew E. Smith, University of New Hampshire
- Kathleen Sullivan, Ohio University

Thank you all.